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For the last few years the question as to whether the insane are-

best treated inside an asylum or out has been very much discussed.

Some claim that the asylum itself has some wonderful curative power,

and, therefore, as soon as a case of insanity declares itself it should be

hurried off to an institution. On the other hand, certain authori-

ties, notably Weir Mitchell of Philadelphia, declare that this is a

mere supposition, and that cases are very much better treated out-

side of asylums than in.

These two statements offer the extremes of the question, and, like

all similar statements, are neither of them true.

This is too large and complicated a subject to be covered by

any such sweeping general assertions. One thing may be put down

as true, with very few exceptions, and that is that the worst treat-
ment of all for this class of oases is home treatment. The treat-

ment in an institution, however poor, can hardly be worse for the

patient than the treatment at home, and the advocates of the asy-

lum are therefore right in urging immediate commitment to an
institution, when this is the only alternative. In the vast majority

of cases of insanity there are only these two alternatives, so that

the case is practically settled.

To pooDle of wealth there is another course open - the small

private asylum. Patients in these private retreats undoubtedly get

most excellent care amid quiet and agreeable surroundings. There

is very little evidence to show that any very earnest effort is made

to cure the cases. The patients in such retreats are generally mem-

bers of wealthy families, who look upon them as hopelessly insane,.
and have very little idea what or how much is being done for their

cure. Furthermore, many people have the strongest possible

objection to sending acute cases to an asylum of any kind, either

public or private. Take, for example, a family in which a daughter

has been stricken with acute insanity, as a result of illness or of some

emotional cause. If there is not a strong hereditary taint in the

family the case stands a very good chance of being cured with

proper treatment. Realizing this fact, the family are naturally very
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much opposed to sending the patient to an asylum. They can’t #{149}-

bear the thought of sending their loved one away from them, and

they picture to themselves all the horrors of bedlam as it is some�
times portrayed in fiction.

As already stated, keeping these cases at home is the worst pos-

sible course to pursue, and would very probably end in making the

patient permanently insane. What then is to be done? #{149} - #{149}---1
In the writer’s opinion, there is a form of treatment combining all

the undoubted advantages of the asylum without any of its draw- *

backs. This method can not be applied, except in certain selected #{149}

cases, a question which must be settled by a personal examination - /

by the expert. When it can be applied, and all the requirements

fulfilled, it certainly offers the very best chance for recovery. It

requires, first and foremost, removal from home, which is an abso-

lute necessity, the services of a specialist in mental diseases, and #{149}

also those of a trained nurse. It is hard to give this method a

name, but, if it must be done, it might be called the sanitarium

method of treatment. It is a most arduous and exacting mode of -‘$

treatment, and should never be undertaken except by an enthusiast

in the work. There are certain advantages in having these patients :

in a first-class private sanitarium, but a good boarding house is

almost as favorable for carrying out the treatment.

Just here a word may be said as to the actual mental condition

of the insane. It must not be supposed that a person who has lost

reason has lost it all. On the other hand, these patients are

extremely rational in many ways. They not only think, but think

a great deal. It is the will to direct and the judgment to control -

that is at fault. They have ideas enough, but the mind is so

warped that they ar� not properly interpreted, and the deductions

from them are, therefore, false. As a result of this, the patient very

soon finds himself out of touch with those about him. Then he #{149}

loses interest in what is going on among his friends and in the

world at large. He becomes more and more shut up within him-

self, until finally he ceases to react at all to any of the stimuli
of external life. A mind in this condition grows weaker and #{149}-.

weaker, through lack of exercise, until the inevitable result-.

dementia or loss of mind-is reached. If in any way these unfor- - -

tunates can be brought out of themselves and made to take an

interest in something, they may be saved. As to the way to do

this, more will be said further on. -

Although they do not always show it, the insane have likes and -

-.*�
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�* #{149}-- I dislikes, just like sane people. They are often extremely sensitive

�-* I , tO rude or unkind treatment, and, on the other hand, they are quite

grateful for favors or kindnesses. Those who have the patience and
�4/I tact to take advantage of these facts often obtain a great influence

k�::*�� � over the insane-an influence which may be made an important

#{149} factor in their restoration to health. They often exhibit a desire to

- please, and will do a great deal for a person they like. On the other
hand, many things which seem purely ugliness, they do without
meaning any harm, or, perhaps, to revenge themselves on some per-

son whose obstinate stupidity has goaded them to desperation. I

- have known several cases of patients striking attendants, when my

only feeling was one of sorrow that they had not hit harder. Some
- of these unfortunates get the reputation of being violent, when the

whole fault lies with those in whose care they are.

I When given a task to perform, it is often pitiful to see how hard

they will try to do it well, and this for no other reason than to please

some one they like.

It is specially important, both for doctor and nurse, to win the

confidence and gratitude of the better class of patients, since these
are often the only levers that we have to work with. A poor patient

may often be bribed with a pipeful of tobacco to do a piece of
* 1 * work, and thus give his mind the benefit of the occupation, and the

- additional advantage of working for a definite object. When treat-

- - ing patients who have ample means, this question of proper em-

- �#{149}. ployment is sometimes quite a serious one.

I Perhaps one of the worst things that can happen to anyone is to

* have no object in life. In the author’s opinion, this very want of
- purpose is an important factor in the causation of much of the ill-

- ness, mental and physical, from which so many young women of the

present day suffer.
M�’r&z1 TREATMENT.- It follows as a corollary, from what has

gone before, that mental treatment is of great importance in these

- cases; indeed, the success or failure of the method depends upon

it. The keynote of this treatment is as follows: Treat the patient

as if he or she were sane. In other words, in your intercourse with
#{149} them ignore the whole insane fabric entirely; when they utter their

-� delusions, or talk nonsense of any kind, either ignore it or treat it

- as if it were sense. This method of treatment would be impos-

sible for anyone to carry out who was not familiar with the

/ insane. Patients may be reasoned with, but never about their

delusions. With these few general remarks, which should serve

- - - I - / �
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to show the outline of the method, we will pass to the details of ‘

the treatment. -

CHIERFUL SURROUNDINGS.-The patient should have a pleasant, -�

sunny room, with agreeable outlook from the windows ; the lighter -

* and prettier the furniture and pictures, the better. It is also a #{149}�,

very good thing if the patient can be made to take an interest in it,

and if he will choose any of the pictures or furniture, so much the :
better.

What has been said, and also what is to follow, may seem like #{149}�

mere trivial detail -and unworthy of a place in a scientific method

of treatment. In the treatment of mental diseases there are no

details. Little matters which, in the treatment of ordinary diseases,

would be hardly worth mentioning, may be of considerable impor-

tance in this connection. Indeed, the success of this method must �

be largely owing to proper attention being given to numerous small

matters. The main object is to bring the disordered brain in #{149}-

touch with the outside world. In order to do this, every normal ten-

dency, no matter how trivial, is to be sedulously encouraged and - -

developed. - /

The love of music is one of the strongest sentiments in many

natures, and on this account it is often a very powerful aid in the -

treatment. A patient may be so absorbed in herself that she will - -‘fl

not speak or show the least interest in anything, and yet they can -

sometimes be made to play on some instrument. If they will do this

it is not long before interest is awakened, and then they will go on - -

and do better day by day. As in all other things, however, they -

exhibit all the weakness and vacillation of a child, and have to be - #{149}

led along the path of normal mental activity, just like an infant learn- -

ing to walk. At first a patient will play a piece half through and

then leave the piano. Do not be discouraged at this, but persuade #{149} -

them gently to go back and resume playing. If they will not, then

let it go until another time. As a rule you will succeed, how-

ever, and they can be persuaded to finish the piece. This must

go on day by day, encouraging, persuading, and gradually getting * /

them to do more and more. I - -�

It will be noticed that they have great lack of perseverance, just -

like a child, and that they soon tire of things. When this is the - / -

case, do not insist too much, for the insane almost always have an

obstinate streak in them, and are also easily irritated. Rather than I

irritate them, it is better to try some other form of occupation, and / *

then perhaps later return to what has been already attempted.

#{149}:-�
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� - Thus a patient who did beautiful work in embroidery, announced,

II � after doing two pieces, that she was tired of it, and would not do

:�I:� / � any more. The subject was therefore dropped at the time, and her

� - attention was drawn to other things. As sewing and embroidery

-�-*- - - are women’s natural occupation, they are often important aids in the

--;�#{149}/ treatment of female patients. In this, as in all other things, it is
� � necessary to take the patient’s whims into cOnsideration. The

� patient just spoken of, who embroidered so well, would let a rip in

� - her dress go unmended for weeks unless she was actually driven to

-�1 mend it. Another, perhaps, would not touch embroidery, but

i�I would become quite interested in plain sewing.

�- Another important phase of this question is clothes, in either sex.

� II These patients are apt to be perfectly indifferent with regard to
their clothes, and will wear the same suit or dress for months, no

- matter how shabby, torn, or soiled it is. If it is possible to get a

- patient interested in a new dress, it is often an excellent thing. The

4- various impQrtant questions as to what the stuff shall be, who shall

- make it, and how it shall he trimmed, can hardly fail to reach a chord

- somewhere that will vibrate, and before one is aware of it, she is

-- deeply interested. This expedient of having a new dress made is

- an excellent thing to fall back on, from time to time, in long-stand-
-� t ing cases.

Another plan is to get the patient interested in cards, either to
* play with the nurse, or simple solitaire. There is a large variety of

-. games, and a choice must be made according to circumstances. If

- the patient is already fond of some certain game, and has perhaps

* pleasant recollections connected with it, it should, by all means, be

* chosen. If, on the other hand, the patient has never played cards,
or the mind is in a very feeble or apathetic state, then some very

- - simple game had better be selected, as “old maid,” or the even

I more childish game of ��everiasting.��

- Still another form of occupation is found in trying to solve the

different kinds of puzzles, those that are found in some of the

periodicals, as well as others.

-. Apart from the question of occupation, the idea of actually

accomplishing something is often an excellent stimulus to the mind.
I - The old determination and will-power which the patient may

- have had in the past will, perhaps, be stirred up by this simple expe-

I dient, and so the good work will be helped along.

The main object of this article is to show the importance of

#{149}- �enta1 treatment, but the writer does not wish to imply that other
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* methods should be neglected; the physical side in insanity requirea -

attention as well as the mind. Among the various agents the I

author has found great assistance from electricity, and it is his cue- - *

tom to have the patient come to his office every morning for treat-

ment. #{149}

This subject will not be pursued any farther in this article, as it

might lead us too far.

The foregoing remarks serve to show, in general, the principles of

this mode of treatment. -

To recapitulate: It is a method which can only be applied ia -

a limited class of cases. It is extremely exacting, both for th.

doctor and the attendants; so much so, that very- few men would

be willing to carry it out properly. If, however, all the conditions

are fulfilled, and all parties concerned have the patience and perse- *

verance to carry it out to the end, it offers prospects of cure fa� #{149}

greater than any other method. -
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